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TRUE STORY! FEATURED ON DR. PHIL!PTA president Kelli Peters had a normal, happy life in

Orange County, California, where she volunteered at her daughter's school, carpooled, and took

care of her family. When a school parent angrily accused Kelli of keeping her son waiting during the

afterschool pick-up, it appeared to be a simple confrontation with an overprotective mother. Kelli

soon learned, however, that she was the target of a twisted plot against her that involved drugs, lies,

schemes, and a campaign to ruin her life. The vendetta led to reputations tarnished, careers lost,

secret lives uncovered, two parents in jail, families destroyed, and a $5.7 million civil judgment."I'll

Get You!" Drugs, Lies, and the Terrorizing of a PTA Mom is theÂ true story of an ordinary American

woman who survived an evil conspiracy that turned her life upside down and shook her hometown

to its core.
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Sam Rule is the pseudonym for a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of 54 books.

His books have been translated into multiple languages around the world. He enjoys writing stories

about fascinating people that capture public interest. He also enjoys a fine Malbec when the

situation arises.Â Kelli Peters is a mother, wife, PTA volunteer, animal lover, people lover, kid lover,

and life lover. She has been with her beloved husband for 30 years and talks to her parents every

day. Her greatest joy is spending time with family, friends, and children. She loves walking her dogs

and going to the beach. One of her greatest achievements, besides raising her daughter, has been

surviving a campaign of terror that almost destroyed her life. She is a testament to what the human

spirit can endure with the support of community, friends, and family. She is forever grateful to the



people who stood by her.For more information, visit samrulebooks.com or email

sam@samrulebooks.com

Wow,as a true crime addict,I was surprised how I missed this story. I could not put this book down.

Now I am searching on youtube for the interviews that she wrote about. She sure did go through a

lot. I'm glad she had support during this. I couldn'timagine how scary it must of been.

While l believe that Kelly was innocent of any wrong doing whatsoever l felt that many minor things

in her backstory were exaggerated. These details didnt alter the basic truth of the story but l didnt

love the way it was written. I don't think Jill Easter and her husband were punished nearly enough. I

hope the Peters family are able to get a good portion of the money awarded

This book was a definite a page turner with twists, turns and surprises. The story unveils that this

could have happened to anyone. Unbelievable the true evil in the world. It is shocking how certain

individuals consider themselves above the law and can attempt to destroy someoneÃ¢Â€Â™s life

without any remorse. The sheer feelings of entitlement displayed by the Easters is repulsive. I do

not think anyone truly knows their strength until they have lived through and survived such a horrific

ordeal. Kelli and her family deserve peace and happiness. I would definitely recommend reading

this book even to individuals that do not normally read true crime novels

This book was very well written and hopefully she will receive some of the judgment money her and

her family so richly deserves. The author keeps the readers full attention from the first page to the

last page.

Living in Southern California, this story was hard to miss in the local papers and news programs. So

even though this is not the type of book I would normally read, I was interested to find out if there

was anything more behind about this bizarre tale that wasn't already covered in the news.At first,

this book seemed more like a general memoir of Kelli Peters rather than an in depth dive into the

details of the bizarre vendetta of two privileged attorneys against the beloved school volunteer/PTA

president. But later it's clear that those opening memoir-ish chapters are designed to help the

reader understand just how completely devastating this strange incident was to her and her family's

lives.I really wanted to learn more about what drove the crazy attorney parents to engage in such

petty (and completely over the top) behavior, but that is not really explored in this book (although a



reference is made to an episode of the Dr. Drew show which seems to do exactly that -- something

to look up online!) Although I was a little disappointed by that, the author makes clear that the

purpose of this book is to give the victimized Peters a chance to finally tell the story from her

perspective -- which the author explains she was not allowed to do until all the court trials were over.

Considering this purpose, it seems analyzing the antagonists or giving them any chance to put their

spin on the events would be inappropriate. Poor Kelli Peters deserves a chance to tell the story from

her perspective. This is true especially in light of the fact (as explained by the author), Peters has

not received any of the money awarded by the jury! Adding insult to injury, the defendants

apparently hid their assets to prevent Peters from getting the money the jury awarded her! (This

shocking behavior is completely in line with self absorbed way the Easters seemed to handle

themselves from the start.)Although this book is not a great literary read, it serves it's purpose well --

to finally give the victim of one of the most bizarre, schoolyard spats in local recent memory a

chance to tell her side of the story.I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an unbiased

review.

I was so engrossed in reading this book that I could not put it down until I finished reading her story!

The book was so descriptive and captivating that I could envision and picture all the pain that her

Family had been put through - and I literally cried reading a majority of this book for all she had

endured. I could feel her pain in reading her story. I have also suffered abuse by people for no

explainable reason - and it made me realize just how evil some people really are. I was so happy to

see justice for her at the end - as this sometimes is not always the case. I would recommend this

book to anyone to obtain a glimpse into what can happen to innocent people that didn't do anything

to provoke such cruelty!

What that poor family was put through by people who felt they were better than everyone else. I am

so glad that the Law Enforcement Officers saw through their scheme and that the District Attorney

went after them the way he did. Too bad they couldn't have spent more time behind bars.

The things we never thought could happen, can happen. Kelli Peters is kind, caring and giving, and

she and her family were terrorized by the Easters. The Easters who were Stanford/UCLA and

Berkeley law grads, planted drugs in Kelli's car, but they underestimated the smarts of the Irvine

police and Kelli's courage. You'll read about the court case and the delusional thinking and doings

of the Easters.Graduating from the country's top colleges doesn't guarantee smarts or a good life.
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